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zellige sculpt handmade moroccan
100x100x10mm

NC232119 URBAN-GREY GLOSS

NC232773 CHERRY-BLOSSOM GLOSS

NC232116 HAZE GLOSS

NC232775

NC232127 ROSEWOOD GLOSS

BARLEY GLOSS

NC232769 MERLOT GLOSS

NC232126 TAFFY GLOSS

NC232128 LIPSTICK GLOSS
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zellige sculpt handmade moroccan
100x100x10mm

NC232774 BATTLESHIP-GREY GLOSS

NC232771 FERN-GREEN GLOSS

NC232117 AQUA GLOSS

NC232120 POLO-BLUE GLOSS

NC232118 STORMY GLOSS

NC232121 PICKLE GLOSS

NC232123 SEAFOAM GLOSS

NC232122 MOSS GLOSS
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zellige sculpt handmade moroccan
100x100x10mm

NC232124 EMERALD GLOSS

NC232125 ARMY GLOSS

NC232129 JET GLOSS

NC232130 PISTACHIO GLOSS
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zellige sculpt important information
ABOUT OUR MOROCCAN
Our expansive range of Morocco tiles reflects both our appreciation and support of this craft and recognition of their timeless appeal.
Moroccan Tiles by Vulcano Clay are available in Zellige [100x100x10mm] .
Authentic Moroccan tiles are 100% hand-crafted based on centuries of tradition and characterised by their irregularities and imperfections.
Tiles will vary in colour, shade, tone and sizes and display pits, cracks and chipped edges. This is the “Magic of Imperfection”.

THE MAGIC OF IMPERFECTION
In our high-tech world where a copy is perfect, the high touch Zellij is unique and beautiful in its imperfection. Each piece is unique,
carrying with it, its own DNA. The uniqueness of each tile combined with their imperfections is what make these tiles perfect.
Each and every tile is hand chiselled out of the glazed terracotta biscuit to create their shape. Harmonies of colour are created by
combining the hand-glazed shade and tone variations. Whilst each piece is perfect alone, they are extraordinary together.
For those who love and appreciate the ‘Art of Zellij’, character flaws such as pits, cracks and chipped edges are embraced and the magic
of their imperfection comes alive.
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zellige sculpt important information
PRIOR TO THE CUSTOMER PURCHASE
It is important to ensure a you understand and appreciate the inherent character of Moroccan Tiles prior to purchase.
What may be considered a flaw, fault or defect in other tile ranges such as vast colour variations between tiles, varying shapes and sizes is
NOT a flaw, fault or defect. Pitts, cracks and chips in the glazing is the norm for Moroccan tiles. These should be expected and it is normal to
expect tiles to contain cracks, crazing and chip edges.

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
As the tiles are handmade, you will find size and thickness variation. It is recommended that a Tiler is selected who has patience, care and
craft in the laying of tiles as each tile needs to be considered. Tiles should be selected from two to three boxes to ensure that multiple tones
and textures are used and when combined together create the desired effect. Tiles should be butt jointed or tight set. Glazed tiles do not
require sealing, Natural terracotta will require sealing. As with all tiling, the substrate needs to be appropriate and prepared in line with
adhesive manufacturer guidelines.
PLEASE NOTE: This is a guide only and professional advice should be sought.

IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ:
Please note: This is a high-level overview and professional advice
should be sought.
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